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Abstract
Software assembly-line is an important issue which puts a lot of emphasis on reusability.
In the process of software assembly-line, as in the software production, architectural
design begins after needs assessment and the possible alternatives to the architecture of the
software are also considered.
Nowadays, there are some methods such as feature RSEB, CONIPE and etc to assess the
software architecture. Mostly these methods are not compatible with the principles of
assembly-line architecture which is based on reusability. But the change set model is a
model which is the most important one because it takes the different arrangements of
items into account to achieve reliability. Each change set consists of some items which are
next to each other in different products and each product consists of a combination of
these change sets. State Machine can be used to display the general behavior of the system
and Bayesian network can also be used to assess the reliability of each architectural.
This paper presents a model which applies the Bayesian network to assess the reliability of
assembly-line architecture. To achieve this purpose, the architecture is simulated first with
an appropriate method, and then the assessment is done. The simulation results show
significant improvement in comparison of the previous methods.
Key words: software architect, architectural evaluation, software assembly line, reliability,
modification set.
1. Introduction
Product line is an important concept which has long been used in the industrial production
and manufacturing, and now it has received lots of attention in the software industry. A
software product line in an industry like cell phone product line contains softwares which
are commonly used in cell phones. Music and message sending and receiving softwares
are of these types.
The product line of software engineering is valuable for the developing companies. Long
time reusability, quality, the product supply in short time are attributes which make their
production economical. In the process of software production be it one product or a family
of software products, architectural design starts after needs assessment (figure 1 ) and the
possible options and different architectural decisions are presented for the architecture of
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software systems. It is quite clear that the role of architecture in software product line is
very important and crucial, since a good architecture can attract lots of customers and sell
the family of products in large volumes for any companies. On the other hand, choosing
and designing an inappropriate architecture result in low-quality products and jeopardize
the investment and the market of not only one product but also a family of products.
To save time and reduce cost, proposing a formal description from the architecture product
line and its assessment before the start stages of system installment is very useful and
helpful. In recent years, different models and methods have been proposed to assess the
reliability of architecture which are mostly based on one product.
These methods hardly assess the family of software products.
In addition to high price and time, they are also in conflict with the design principles and
product line evaluation which are based on reusability.
In this paper, Bayesian model is used to evaluate the reliability of each architectural item
at the time of the architectural design. Moreover, the architectural evaluation model is
expanded and a new model for the architectural evaluation is offered. The proposed model
has considered not only the items but also some relationships in the evaluation of
reliability and this in turn, turns out quite useful in dynamic environments and working
systems in which relationships play an important part in the total reliability of systems.

Figure 1
2. . The statement of the problem
The early predictability of the soft ware reliability in the early stages of its development
for example architectural design , has helped a lot in the promotion of quality level in an
effective and low-cost manner.
In the software product line, this requirement is strongly felt. Lots of works have been
done on the predictability of the architectural reliability but all have been at system level
and have accepted as default that the reliability of items is determined in advance and also
more importantly, none of these works have concentrated on the architecture of the
software product line.
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In the product line of the software and the family of products, diversity and adaptation,
task setting and non-task setting cell phone softwares are of this type.
The diversity in the requirements of the task setting is in fact the development and the
adaptation of the product which also compasses the diversity in the requirements of the
non-task setting [7]. One of the issues facing the researchers today is the development and
adaptation effect of the software family on the quality attributes such as efficiency and
reliability. The question here is, with each change in the product line of one product to
another, how the quality attributes change?
Many of the modern software families are either installed as software or are distributed in
the network. In such an environment, the intended quality attributes for the interested
people are reliability and accessibility [8], [9].
The reliability is the amount of the probability that the system can perform its tasks under
some specific architectural limitations.
To reach a product line with an appropriate reliability, the quality attributes should be
considered from the early stages of product development. Software architecture is the first
stage which can make decisions about and can analyze the quality requirements. To do
this, in the performance of architectural designs we need to do them with architecture
analysis method which evaluates the software reliability. In recent years, lots of methods
have been proposed to evaluate the reliability of software architecture. From a very
advanced point of view, they are divided into quality and quantity methods. Quality
methods [3] have been used since 1970. From another perspective, quality methods are
also divided into two categories:
Black box method which does not take into account the internal structure of the software
during evaluation [1] and white box method which involves the internal composing items
in evaluation.
A common part in all methods of reliability evaluation is the presence of methods which
are useable in a single architecture and none of these methods support the diversity and
adaptation which are discussed in case of product line architecture [10].
Applying the available methods to evaluate the product line architecture has been very
costly and also they do not provide a complete set of information about the reliability of
the different configurations of the product line architecture.
In this paper, Bayesian model is used to evaluate the reliability of each of the architecture
items at the time of the architectural design and also the researchers are to propose a
method to evaluate different configurations of architecture and to combine it with change
set-based modeling to evaluate.
Product line architecture
There are some points of importance which should be considered in this regard: since
there are different methods for the product line architecture, change set method has been
used and due to the attributes of this modeling method, a method is proposed for the
evaluation of product line architecture. Each change set consists of some items which are
next to each other in different products and each family of software consists of a
combination of these change sets. To evaluate the product line architecture, first each
change set is evaluated and then the combination of these change sets is evaluated with
each other.3. Algorithm and its methodology
3.The proposed method for the evaluation of product line architecture
In the first stage, we start with an architectural modeling method which is a basic part for
architecture evaluation and a high reusability. This is done to evaluate the reliability of the
product line architecture.
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Among the different methods which are used to model the family of software products, the
change set-based modeling method was chosen since the internal behavior of items and
relationships and their adaptations are involved in reliability of the software products, in
our suggested model, we deal with this issue.
Since we use change set modeling method among other available methods, the
architectural evaluation of the product line software consists of the basic change set
evaluation and the combination of change sets with them and up-dating the evaluation.
3.1 The principles of the suggested methods
In this paper, the architecture evaluation method is expanded and a modeling based
architecture evaluation is offered which is based on change set of the product line
architecture .the method presented involves not only the items but also the relationships in
the evaluation of the reliability. This makes the method useful in the dynamic
environments and moving systems in which relationships play major roles. Figure 2 shows
an overview of the method.

Figure 2
As it is clear from figure 2, the inputs of this method (architectural models), include all the
change set adaptations of the designing, the state machine graph of the items and
relationships and also the primary reliability of the items and relationships.
The amount of reliability might be available before hand like the reliability of the premade
items or it might have been obtained through the available methods which deal with the
evaluation of the reliability of the items.
The outputs of the method are as follow: the reliability of each change set, the reliability of
the products, the reliability of the extracted quality scenarios and the possibility of the
analysis of the extracted scenarios. Analyzing the scenario involves considering cases such
as the primary reliability effect of an item on the scenario or the effect of architectural
decisions on the reliability in that scenario and so on. Since quality attributes are
accounted for in different scenarios and since the general quality of the systems is of
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ambiguous nature, the proposed method (model) not only can evaluate the reliability of a
change set or a combination of them, but also can predict the reliability of the scenarios.
In this model, the first step is evaluating the change set to assess the product line
architecture.
A change set is nothing but a set of interacting relationships and items which are
interacting with each other to access the system properties.
To evaluate the reliability of change sets, the graphic models are used because they
possess probable deductibility.
Bayesian network is one of these models. This network is a probable directional graph in
which nodes show the variables and edges show the interdependence between these
variables. Bayesian network show the probable relationships between nodes through the
conditional probability.
By drawing the structure of this network and assigning the probable values of some of the
probable distributed nodes the other nodes are deductible.
The state machine can be used to display the general behavior of the system in different
configurations. The general behavior of the system is shown in the form of a set of
interacting state machines. A set of item state machines and relationships are used to
display the general behavior of the system and to construct the Bayesian network to
evaluate the architectural reliability. In the constructed Bayesian network, the
interdependence between the reliability values of state machines is displayed. Then, this
model is combined with the failure states which show the states in which items and
relationships have displayed inappropriate behavior. The reliability of the item
configurations equals the total probability of entrance to a failure state. The overall steps
of this model are as follow:
First, a basic change set (a change set which is common among all the products) is chosen
and the following steps are performed:
g) Bayesian network

scenario path.
The next step is the repetition of the mentioned steps for the basic change sets and their
combination.
In the combination of the change sets, only the Bayesian network is updated.
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